The sports champ is a magazine read by hundreds. Since June they have introduced a young editor’s column in their monthly issues. For the month of September, the theme was 'Sports is not just about the competition, it helps students to improve the quality of lifestyle. Do you agree?'. This had a word limit of 550 words.

Our student from Class VIII Peach, Avani Apte’s article was declared the best and was published in their magazine.

Avani expressed her happiness and said “I strongly believe that sports can play a vital role in improving our lifestyle, as I could connect with the topic it was easier for me to write naturally.

Nearly 20 days after submitting the entry, I was thrilled to find out that I came 1st across multiple schools and that my article was published in their magazine. I would like to thank my English teacher Ramya di, who has guided me back towards my lost passion for writing.”